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When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  
Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are 
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



Individual Round 1 Buenos Dias – Spelled by the initials of the answers 
 
 

1. Who was the elder of the Chuckle Brothers? Barry 

2. Which everyday items are sometimes called ‘gamps’ after the character Mrs. Gamp in Charles 
Dickens’ novel Martin Chuzzlewit? 

Umbrella 

3. Which variety of hard cheese is made backwards? Edam 

4. The Cote d’Azur lies between St Tropez and which French city? Nice 

5. The Platters, Ringo Starr, Yazoo and The Flying Pickets have all recorded songs sharing which 
title? 

Only You 

6. According to the nursery rhyme, Polly put the kettle on. Who took it off? Sukey 

7. The song ‘The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down’ names two cities in Virginia. Which one is not 
the state capital? 

Danville 

8. The poets Shelley and Keats both died in which modern day country? Italy 

9. All the regular male characters in On The Buses, bar one, wore a uniform. Who was the 
exception? 

Arthur (Rudge) 

10. Thomas Telford utilised which type of bridge to cross the Menai Straits? Suspension 

 



Team Round 2 
1. Days  

a) What is April 25th called in the antipodes? ANZAC Day 

b) In a year that begins on January 1st what is the first Quarter Day in England? Lady Day 

c) In 1971 the August Bank Holiday was moved to the last Monday in the month. What had it 
been for 100 years previously? 

First  
Monday 

2. Metal  
a) In a tambourine the metallic discs are called what? Jingles or Zills 

b) Which alloy was invented by Harry Brearley in Sheffield in 1912 and sold under the name 
‘Staybrite’? 

Stainless  
Steel 

c) What ‘D’ describes a metal that can be drawn out into a thread or wire? Ductile 

3. Celebrity Politicians  
a) Which former minister appeared in Strictly Come Dancing in 2010? Ann Widdicombe 

b) Which former minister appeared in The Masked Singer in 2020? Alan Johnson 

c) Which former minister appeared in Strictly Come Dancing in 2016? Ed Balls 

4. Delta  
a) Which city stands at the top of the Camargue (the Rhone delta)? Arles 

b) In the nineteenth century, which plant that supplied the dye for denim jeans became a major 
crop of the Mississippi delta? 

Indigo 

c) Which coastal city lies to the east of the Nile delta, at the head of the Suez Canal? Port Said (accept Port Fuad) 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Eponyms  

a) The French use the name of which Roman emperor as the alternate word for a urinal? Vespasian 

b) Which Russian became an alternate term for a hard worker in the 1930s? Stakhanov 

c) Axels, Rippons and Walleys are all moves named after people in which sport? Ice/Figure Skating 

6. Rockets in song lyrics  
a) ‘And all this science I don’t understand. It’s just my job five days a week’ are lines from which 

song? 
Rocket Man 

b) ‘So you’re a rocket scientist!’ What is my five-word response? That Don’t Impress Me Much 

c) ‘Got a rocket, in your pocket. Keep coolly cool, boy!’ are lines from which 1961 film musical? West Side Story 

7. Help at Home  
a) What was the name of James Bond’s housekeeper, a woman whose name suggested she could 

not be relied on? 
May 

b) What was the name of Holmes and Watson’s landlady in most of Conan Doyle’s stories? Mrs Hudson 

c) In which novel did Mrs. Poppets feed steak and onions to a trio planning a holiday on the 
Thames? 

3 Men in a Boat 

8. Sport  
a) The Calgary Flames and Edmonton Oilers play which professional sport? Ice Hockey 

b) Who sponsored the Round Britain Cycling Race from 1958 until 1993? Milk Marketing Board 

c) Father and son, Kings Olav and Harald of Norway, both participated in which sport at many 
Olympic games?  

Yachting 



Individual Round 3 Sounds Like A Letter, and sometimes a little more 
 
 

1. What is the present indicative plural and second person singular of the verb ‘to be’? Are 

2. Anthony Newley had his two No 1 singles in 1960. The second was ‘Do You mind’. What was 
the first? 

Why 

3. Which television presenter married the TV personality Tess Daly in 2003? Vernon Kay 

4. The stand used to support a stationary ball in gridiron football, rugby or golf is called what? Tee 

5. Who starred in the films Gidget and A Summer Place, but was herself parodied in the later film 
Grease? 

Sandra Dee 

6. Gerald Harrison had a double act on stage with Les Dennis under what stage name? Dustin Gee 

7. Capitol Records became The Beatles’ record label in the USA after the collapse of which other 
company? 

Vee-Jay 

8. Which measurement, equivalent to half a yard, was the length of an arm from elbow to 
fingertip? 

Ell 

9. Which tree has the botanical name Taxus baccata? (English) Yew 

10. What name is given to the pigtail imposed on men by the Qing dynasty in China? Queue 

 



Team Round 4 
1. Lanes  

a) In which English city would you find the area of narrow streets called The Lanes? Brighton 

b) Cheshire Street in Spitalfields is the other half of which street market? Brick Lane 

c) Buses in Liverpool going to the Smithdown Place terminus more often showed what as their 
destination? 

Penny Lane 

2. Breweries  
a) In David Copperfield, Mr Micawber uses the full name of Truman’s Brewery, which was what? Truman Hanbury & Buxton 

b) In 1965, which company bought and closed Offiler’s Brewery in Derby? (Bass) Charrington 

c) In 2007, which West Midlands company bought and renamed themselves Marston’s? Wolverhampton & Dudley 

3. The Lancashire Coast  
a)  Which inlet contains the islands of Barrow, Chapel, Foulney, Piel, Sheep, Roa and Walney? Morecambe Bay 

b) Which town lies at the northern terminus of the Blackpool tramway? Fleetwood 

c) Lytham St Annes stands on the estuary of which river? Ribble 

4. Broadcast Widows   
a) Which Archers radio character has been widowed twice – both husbands having been named 

Jack? 
Peggy 

b) Which character in Dad’s Army was widowed before finally remarrying in the last episode? Mrs Fox 

c) In Last of the Summer Wine what was the name of Norah Batty’s late husband? Wally 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. There’s an “US” in the answer  

a) Which word can refer to the emperor of Ethiopia in the native Amharic language, or to a spiced 
wine served hot? 

Negus 

b) Which vegetable was previously called sperage and sparrow grass? Asparagus 

c) How is the European Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students better 
known? 

Erasmus 

6. British Football Champions All named ‘Jimmy’ 
a) Jimmy Greaves holds the scoring record in English club football, but which other Jimmy holds 

the British record? 
Jimmy McGrory 

b) Jimmy Kelly is the highest scorer at which British football club? Derry City FC 

c) Jimmy Dunne scored a record 18 goals in 12 consecutive first class matches while playing for 
which Yorkshire club? 

Sheffield Utd 

7. Mythology Goes To War  
a) Rolls-Royce opened their factory at Crewe in 1939 to make what? Merlin Aero-Engines 

b) Which model of V-Bomber did the RAF use in the Falklands war? Vulcan 

c) What codename was given to the evacuation of children from British cities in September 1939? 
It had the opposite effect in the original story. 

Pied Piper 

8. Ba-Ba-Ba  
a) Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan now include which ancient region that gave its name to 

a variety of camel? 
Bactria 

b) Which mythological creature was born from the egg of a cockerel and had the body of a snake, 
the odour of a weasel, and the tears of a griffin? 

Basilisk 

c) By using his microscope in 1676 Antonie van Leeuwenhoek became the first person to observe 
what type of living cells? 

Bacteria  
(not ‘Bacillus’) 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 Women in North American Place Names. 
 
 

1. Which district of New York shares its name with both a presidential daughter and a military 
whistle-blower? 

Chelsea 

2. What is the state capital of Montana? Helena 

3. The TV series The Wire is set in Baltimore in which state? Maryland 

4. What first name is shared by two US states and film stars with the surnames Fanning, Richards 
and Johnson? 

Dakota 

5. The largest city in North Carolina and the capital of the Canadian province of Prince Edward 
Island. Which queen’s name links them? 

Charlotte 

6. Taking its name from a Danish Queen when this archipelago belonged to Denmark, Charlotte 
Amalie is the capital of which US Territory? 

US Virgin Islands 

7. Which city is the capital of British Columbia? Victoria 

8. Having both featured in films, what name is shared by a town in Texas and the heir to a hotel 
chain? 

Paris 

9. The University of Michigan is located in which alliteratively named city? Ann Arbor 

10. Which of Queen Victoria’s daughters is best remembered through the Canadian province 
named after her? 

Louise Alberta 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Pictures: Think ‘Sally’  

a) Who played Truly Scrumptious in the 1969 film Chitty Chitty Bang Bang? Sally Ann Howes 

b) In which 1939 film did Gracie Fields first sing ‘Wish Me Luck as You Wave Me Goodbye’? Shipyard Sally 

c) Who starred in the 2010 film Made in Dagenham? Sally Hawkins 

2. Pictures: Think ‘Shanghai’  
a) In which 1987 film did Christian Bale play a boy in Shanghai as the Japanese invaded? Empire of the Sun 

b) Eric Maschwitz composed ‘These Foolish Things Remind Me of You’ about which star of the 
1932 film Shanghai Express? 

Anna Mae Wong 

c) Madonna and her husband Sean Penn starred in which 1986 film comedy whose unexpected 
failure at the box office is reflected in its title? 

Shanghai Surprise 

3. Pictures: Think ‘Sun’  
a) Melina Mercouri starred in which 1960 film that made bouzouki music popular around the 

world? 
Never On Sunday 

b) ‘Impression, Sunrise’ is a painting by Claude Monet of which French port at the mouth of the 
Seine? 

Le Havre 

c) Which 1950 Oscar-nominated film opens with a voice-over by a character who has just been 
killed? 

Sunset Boulevard 

4. Pictures: Think ‘Piano’  
a) The 1993 film The Piano is set in which country? New Zealand 

b) In which 1932 film do Laurel and Hardy attempt to manoeuvre a piano up an outside staircase? The Music Box 

c) Who directed the 2002 film The Pianist, in which Adrian Brody played the Polish composer 
Władysław Szpilman? 

Roman Polanski 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. Pictures: Think ‘Girl’  

a) Which 1977 Oscar-nominated film starring Richard Dreyfus and Marsha Mason was the first 
romcom to earn $100 million at the box office? 

Goodbye Girl 

b) Which artist painted Girl with a Pearl Earring in 1665? Vermeer 

c) Who played the girl in the 1968 film Girl On A Motorcycle? Marianne Faithful 

6. Pictures: Think ‘Sleep’  
a) Who played Philip Marlowe in the 1978 remake of The Big Sleep? Robert Mitchum 

b) The Little Mermaid was Disney’s first fairy-tale based film for thirty years, because which 1959 
film had failed at the box office? 

Sleeping Beauty 

c) Which Woody Allen comedy is a parody of a science fiction novel by H G Wells with a vaguely 
similar title? 

Sleeper 

7. Pictures: Think ‘Boy’  
a) In which 1939 film did Marlene Dietrich sing ‘See What the Boys in the Back Room Will Have’? Destry Rides Again 

b) Which artist painted The Blue Boy in 1770? Thomas Gainsborough 

c) Which model turned actress to play Polly Browne in Ken Russell’s 1971 film The Boyfriend? Twiggy 

8. Pictures: Think ‘West’  
a) In which 1937 film did Laurel and Hardy sing ‘Trail of the Lonesome Pine’? Way Out West 

b) Which 1962 Oscar-nominated film is in five parts, showing a family history as they move across 
America between 1839 and 1889? 

How the West was Won 

c) The song ‘Into The West’ was sung by Annie Lennox in the last film of which trilogy directed by 
Peter Jackson? 

Lord of the Rings 



Individual Round 7 Islands. 
 
 

1. In 1986 which part of the British Isles signed a peace treaty with the Netherlands after a 
theoretical 335 years of war, conveniently starting their tourist season early that year? 

Scilly Isles 

2. Which large island gives its name to the archipelago at the southernmost point of South 
America? 

Tierra del Fuego 

3. The ownership of the Kuril Islands is contested between Russia and which other Asian 
country?  

Japan 

4. The two largest Australian islands, Tasmania and Melville Island, have foreign names, what’s 
the third largest, which has a native name? Fires have recently been devastating. 

Kangaroo Island 

5. The film The Harder They Come about a struggling reggae singer was set on which island? Jamaica 

6. Saint Marie is the fictional island setting of which television series? Death In Paradise 

7. Which Asian island nation has English, Malay, Mandarin Chinese and Tamil as its four official 
languages? 

Singapore 

8. Alexander Selkirk’s island sojourn inspired which early novel? Robinson Crusoe 

9. The Thomas the Tank Engine stories are set on which fictional island? Sodor 

10. Although West Side Story is set in New York it contains many references to life on which 
Caribbean island? 

Puerto Rico 

 



Team Round 8 
1. Royal Heirs Similar to the Prince of Wales 

a) The Prince of Asturias is the heir to which throne? Spain 

b) Which English horse race remembers the heir to the Russian throne? Cesarewitch 

c) The Prince of Brazil was the title given to the heir of which throne? Portugal 

2. Marine Initials  
a) The Titanic and its sister ship The Olympic were ‘R.M.S.’, which stood for what? Royal Mail Ship 

b) Which rank in the merchant navy is abbreviated to ‘DH’? Deck Hand 

c) Ships of which imperial navy had names prefixed with the letters ‘SMS’? (Kaiser’s) Germany 

3. Gerald  
a) Under what pseudonym did Ronnie Barker submit his scripts for The Two Ronnies? Gerald Wiley 

b) In which programme did Rowan Atkinson play Gerald, a gorilla who was not just wild but 
absolutely livid? 

Not the 9 O’Clock News 

c) Which Conservative MP owned the number plate NAB 1, and six more, including NAB 7 on his 
gardener’s moped? 

Sir Gerald Nabarro 

4. Names of Queens  
a) When Mr Brown took the 8:21 from Walmington-on-Sea at which London terminus did he 

arrive? 
Victoria 

b) Who was the youngest of the Bronte sisters? Anne 

c) What was the codename of the committee which, in 1940, investigated the possibility of an 
atomic bomb? 

Maud 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. Little Things  

a) The pointer on a Ouija board is called what? Planchette 

b) On a clock the big hand shows the hours, the little hand shows the minutes, and which hand 
shows the seconds? 

Sweep 

c) What is the pointer on a sundial called? Gnomon 

6. Unusual Occupations  
a) In what role did Tom Hagen serve Vito Corleone and Silvio Dante serve Tony Soprano? Consigliere 

b) Sometimes mentioned when Homes Under The Hammer visit the area, a Saggar Maker's 
Bottom Knocker worked in which industry? 

Pottery 

c) The chief electrician on a film set is called what? Gaffer 

7. Finance  
a) What ‘D’ is a bond that gives owners the right to buy tickets at institutions such as Lords, the 

Oval or Twickenham? 
Debenture 

b) On which coin have the Royal Mint put the fictional creations of Julia Donaldson, Michael Bond 
and Beatrix Potter? 

50P 

c) The Milk Marketing Board was wound up in 1994 but its processing division continues to the 
present day under which name? 

Dairy Crest 

8. Fictional Names In Common  

a) You could find someone with which first name in both Top Cat’s alley and at the Crossroads 
Motel? 

Benny 

b) Both Biggles and Rupert Bear had a close friend called what? Algy 

c) Which first name was shared by a civil servant in Yes Minister, a nurse in Blackadder, and a 
teacher at Fenn Street School? 

Bernard 



Beer Round 
Click here to enter rubric. 

1. Set One  
a) The Pascal is the SI unit of pressure and is named after whom? Blaise Pascal 

b) Which city on the River Seine has given its name to the unit of weight of precious metals? Troy(es) 

c) If Australian netballers are Diamonds and England are Roses, which island nation are Sunshine 
Girls? 

Jamaica 

2. Set Two  
a) The Hertz is the SI unit of frequency and is named after whom? Heinrich Hertz 

b) In which city on the River Seine was Joan of Arc burned at the stake? Rouen 

c) If Australian netballers are Diamonds and England are Roses, which island nation are Silver 
Ferns? 

New Zealand 

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. The River Aare flows through which European capital before it joins the Rhine? Berne 

2. Broadcast from Norwich, Nicholas Parsons hosted which television quiz? Sale of the Century 

3. In which leap year did Roy Orbison record ‘Only the Lonely’? 1960 

 


